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3 Gears Speed Switch

Free

Sport 3 Speed

Turbo

Dive Deep
 

Switch gears by pushing the button to experience the thrill of 
'riding' easily and quickly in the sea.
Free model: 1m/s(2.24mph)
Sport model: 1.5m/s(3.36mph)
Turbo model: 2 m/s (4.47 mph)

OLED Display
The OLED screen displays the speed gear, battery life and hand 
operation mode.

One-Handed Operation
The one-handed operation mode provides the opportunity to 
professionals who can dive deeper with a D-ring buckle and a single 
hand operation lanyard to connect the body to the Navbow. 

Low Battery Alert
Navbow will vibrate when the battery declines to 30%.

Customize Your Photographic Base Plate
Navbow is able to mount a base plate where you can customize your 
professional equipment, such as action cameras, waterproof LED light, 
float arm, etc.

60 Minutes Battery Life
Battery life lasts for 60 minutes in regular use.

Navbow adopts the 
industry-leading sealing 
technology that ensures working 
depth of 40 meters(131ft).

WhiteShark TM Navbow Underwater Scooter
Explore Infinity

* The rated speed is the result of product test results and may be affected by user,  
   user’s swimwear and equipment, water conditions, etc. 
* Battery life is for reference and based on product test data. It is the average 
   value of the maximum time that the user can operate the scooter according to 
   general usage (discontinuous operation) when the battery is fully charged.
* The scooter is designed for users 16+ years old. Minors must be accompanied by 
   a parent or guardian while using the scooter.

Specifications

Dimensions

Weight
Battery weight
Speed

Depth
Battery life
Noise
Interface
Accessories(included)

Optional accessories

L 486 × W 327 × H 177 mm 
(L 19.13 × W 12.87 × H 6.96 in)
3.4 kg (7.49 lb)
1.1 kg (2.42 lb)
Free: 1 m/s (2.24 mph), 
Sport: 1.5 m/s (3.36 mph), 
Turbo: 2 m/s (4.47 mph) *
40 m (131 ft)
60 minutes *
≤ 60 dB
two ¼’’-20 mounts
Balance weights
D-ring buckle
Single hand operation lanyard
Anti-lost lanyard
Fast charger
Photographic base plate
Diving cross strap
Waterproof backpack 
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